Tuesday, 05 September 2006
TIME EXPIRED!
Why don’t you really do a TV debate without censorship. Maybe it will help your
mental health, but it will not help to solve people’s real problems. It’s not time for
words and debates between you any more. Nobody is interested anymore in them.
Time has come when states and their governments must account to peoples. Without
filters and appearances.
You haven’t been able to guarantee energy, water, food, health, culture, work,
resources, information, affluence, security, real democracy, freedom, justice and
peace to all human beings.
What have you done so far? You have been an enormous cost for humanity. You
have built enormous and expensive systems, with which you have guaranteed power
and affluence to yourselves and to a narrow circle of people, your great electors. And
you have made many wars, spreading poverty and death. And you want to make
other ones to establish yourselves and to suppress.
Now get out of the way, quickly, before someone is forced to prevent you from doing
more evil. The time of national states and of their organisations is over. Time has
come when peoples must take in hand directly their destiny: without pretence,
without appearances, without states, without borders, without armies, without
bureaucracies, without hierarchies, without churches, without doctrines, without
fantasies, without legal tender currencies.
You believe you can have the others at your disposal as you want. It’s not like that.
You have delegitimized the institutions with your bad faith; you have lost forever any
authoritativeness. That’s the reason why most people don’t listen to you anymore. It
doesn’t vote anymore, because it doesn’t believe you. You have only collaborators
and clients, people who wanted you and who help you, people who maintain you and
people who are maintained by you.
Resign spontaneously, returning the sovereignty to the inhabitants of the planet.
Maybe they will forgive you and they will let you a part of privileges you took.
Perhaps they will forget the evil you did and one day they will remember only the
less bad things of you. Go away, without getting others like you to replace you. Your
time is over.
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